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(57) An object is to provide a container transfer and
processing system which can simplify total construction

and control, does not Increase time and cost in manu-
facturing and use, which is easy to use, and which runs

efficiently, and for which processing of large quantities

of containers can be performed rapidly and easily.

The container transfer and processing system has;

a turntable capable of mounting a specified quantity of

plate-shaped containers or tip racks, and simultaneous-

ly transferring In both a forward and reverse direction

along a circular route, a plurality of container working

devices arranged in an area outside of the route of the

turntable and along the route direction, for performing

various kinds of operations on the containers mounted
on the tumtable or the contents thereof or containers

mounted at predetermined positions outside of the turn-

table or the contents thereof a robot provided in an in-

side area surrounded by the route, having a holding part

capable of holding the containers or the tip racks, and
an ann connected to the holding part and capable of

moving the holding part between artDltrary positions in-

side an area including mounting positions of the con-

T» tainers on the tumtable and on the sets of container

^ working devices, and a control part for perfonning trans-

QQ fer of the tumtable, operation of the sets of container

O working devices, and control of the robot; and the plu-^ rality of sets ofcontainerworking devices are; a dispens-
(D ing apparatus, a magnetic particle integratedly process-

^ ing apparatus, a constant temperature apparatus for

cooling or heating, a stacking apparatus for stacking the

^ containers or the tip racks, a reagent supplying appara-
Q.

tus, a container washing apparatus, a nozzle tip wash-

ing apparatus and a measuring apparatus formeasuring

the contents of the containers.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a container

transfer and processing system. The present invention

relates to fields which require a variety of chemical re-

action processing such as the engineering field, the ag-

ricultural field of the food industry, agricultural products

Industry and marine products Industry, etc., the phamna-
ceutlcal field, the medical field of hygienics, health, im-

munization, disease, genetics, etc., being the so called

fields of science such as chemistry or biology and the

like. The present invention particularly relates to a con-

tainer transfer and processing system which has high

processing ability (high-throughput) by loading plate-

shaped containers each having a specified quantity of

storage parts, in order to efficiently and rapidly perfomi

processing for DNA, immunization, chemical reactions

and the like.

BACKGROUND AFTT

[0002] Heretofore, as shown in FIG. 12, there has
been a sets of container working devices 200 for

processing a large quantity of containers, while the con-

tainers are being transferred In-line using only robots.

[0003] This apparatus 200 as shown in the figure, has
an elongate mounting part 201 for mounting plate-

shaped containers 11, a robot 202 which is movable
along the mounting part 201 , and which grasps a con-

tainer 11 which is mounted on the mounting part 201,
and which is able to transport the container 11 within the

mounting part 201 while following along the longitudinal

direction ofthe mounting part, and to outside the mount-
ing part 201 while following perpendicular to the longi-

tudinal direction, and a number of various types of work
devices 203, 204, 205, 206, 207, 208 and 209 for per-

fonning various operations on the containers, which are

arranged along the longitudinal direction of the mount-
ing part 201

.

[0004] The above-mentioned robot 202 has a mova-
ble part 211 which moves on a rail 210 laid along the

longitudinal direction of the mounting part 201 , a polar

coordinate type arm 21 2, and the holding part 21 3 which
is connected to the ann 212.

[0005] Reference symbol 204 denotes a plate stacker

for stacking plate-shaped containers, reference sym-
bols 205 and 206 denote dispensers, reference symbol
207 denotes a thermal cycler, reference symbol 208 de-

notes a dispenser and reference symbol 209 denotes a
plate reader.

[0006] Moreover, heretofore there has been a trans-

ferring device for transferring a large number of mount-
ed containers all together in line in one direction, and a

processing apparatus (not shown) with various work de-

vices aligned along the route of the transferring device,

which does not use a robot capable of transferring con-

tainers between optional tocatlons.

[0007] Incidentally. In the former apparatus of the
processing apparatus related the above described prior

art, one robot can only individually transfer one contain-

5 er at a time. Therefore this has a problem in that while

a robot is transferring a container to a certain processing

apparatus, the transfer process for the other containers

cannot be performed. Hence, no matter how high the

processing ability for the various kinds of processing ap-
10 paratus, the processing ability or the processing speed

for the whole apparatus is limited by the transfer ability

of the robot, so that the operation overall cannot be per-

formed rapidly or efficiently.

[0008] On the other hand, with an apparatus which
15 transfers a number of containers all together by a line-

arly aligned transfemng device, with various kinds of

work devices arranged along the transfer device, since

this transfers the containers in only one direction, the

construction is such that once a container has passed
20 through the various types of working devices it cannot

return. Therefore the construction must be such that the

container is not advanced until the process for transfer

to the various types of working devices has been com-
pleted.

25 [0009] Furthennore, in transferring the containers all

together, the time required for each kind of operation

generally varies. Therefore In the method oftransferring

all containers at once, the transfer must be synchro-

nized with each operation. Hence this has a problem In

30 that the transfer is limited by the operation taking the

longest time, so thatthe overall operation cannot be per-

formed rapidly or efficiently.

[0010] Especially, if there is a process such as incu-

bation which requires an exceptionally long time com-
35 pared to other operations, the line is held up at that

place, so that wasteful waiting time Is increased which

can have a large influence on process ability. Further-

more this has a problem in that once an accident such
as a failure occurs at a process, subsequent processing

40 becomes impossible, and the overall operation is

stopped, resulting in a loss of reliability.

[0011] IV^oreover there is a problem in that both of

these apparatus are difficult to control automatically, be-

cause operation times are not constant but changeable,
^ and hence scheduled process time cannot be defined.

Furthennore, both apparatus have a problem in that to-

tal process time is a summation of the process times at

each process location, and hence the total process abil-

ity decreases rapidly with Increasing processing quan-
go tity.

[0012] Therefore transfer control for both apparatus,

which takes into consideration complete processes

where continuous consistent steps are not allowed any
lack of correspondence, as well as the output and input

55 timing, becomes necessary. Therefore, extremely com-
plicated software and hardware is required.

[0013] The present invention is for solving the above-

mentioned technical problems, with a first object being
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to provide a container transfer and processing systenn

which can simplify the total construction and control,

does not increase tinne and cost in manufacturing and
use, which is easy to use, and which runs efficiently, by
skillfully combining; standardized, uniform or regular

transport of large quantities along a set route, individual,

arbitrary or irregular transport, and free selection of op-

erations inside or outside the route.

[001 4] A second object is to provide a container trans-
fer and processing system for which respective opera-

tions can be easily scheduled and controlled and easily

handled, with minimal influence between operations

due to the amount and operation time of other opera-

tionsj by skillfully combining; standardized, unifomi or

regular transport of large quantities along a set route,

individual, arbitrary or irregular transport, and free se-

lection of operations inside or outside the route.

[001 5] A third object is to provide a highly reliable con-

tainer transfer and processing system which, even in the

case where an accident such as a failure occurs, can
keep the influence thereof to a minimum, and immedi-
ately take measures to deal with the accident, and which
can reliably handle operations, by skillfully combining;

standardized, uniform orregulartransportof large quan-
tities along a set route, individual, arbitrary or irregular

transport, and free selection of operations inside or out-

side the route.

[001 6] A fourth object is to provide a flexible, extend-

able and general-purpose container transfer and
processing system which can be modified such as by
simply increasing the processing apparatus, without

perfomning basic modification of the construction, by

skillfully combining; standardized, uniform or regular

transport of large quantities along a set route, individual,

arbitrary or irregular transport, and free selection of op-

erations inside or outside the route.

[001 7] A fifth object is to provide a container transfer

and processing system having diversity which can per-

form processing of objects in a variety of ways and for

which various processes are possible, by skillfully com-
bining; standardized, uniform or regular transport of

large quantities along a set route, individual, arbitrary or

irregular transport, and free selection of operations In-

side or outside the route.

[0018] A sixth object is to provide a container transfer

and processing system which can perform a large

amount of processing rapidly and easily, by skillfully

combining; standardized, uniform or regular transport of

large quantities along a set route, individual, arbitrary or

irregular transport, and free selection of operations in-

side or outside the route.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0019] A first aspect of the invention to solve these

technical problems is a container transfer and process-

ing system comprising; a simultaneous transfer device

capable of mounting a specified quantity of plate-

shaped containers each having a specified quantity of

storage parts, or a specified quantity of tip racks each
storing a specified quantity of pipette tips, and simulta-

neously transfemng along a specified route, a set of

5 container working devices for'performing various types

of operations on the containers or container contents,

which are within the route, or the containers or container

contents which are outside of the route, an individual

transfer device capable of individually transfemng the

10 containers or the tip racks between arbitrary positions

inside an area including the mounting positions of the

container on the route of the simultaneous transfer de-

vice and on the set of container working devices, and a
control part for performing transfer of both of the transfer

IS devices and control of the operation of the set of con-

tainer working devices.

[0020] Hereupon "plate-shaped containers having a
specified quantity of storage parts" Is containers having

for example 48, 96 or 384 storage parts (wells). Storage
20 parts which are anranged in matrix fomri are called micro-

plates. Furthermore '*tip racks each storing a specified

quantity of pipette tips" store pipette tips which in use
are fitted to or detached from the set of container work-

ing devices. The number and arrangement of the tip

25 racks depends on the number and arrangement of the

nozzles of each set of container working devices. Trans-

fer of the tip racks becomes necessary when the set of

containerworking devices contain adispenserora mag-
netic particle integratedly processing apparatus of a

30 type which uses removable pipette tips. This is not nec-

essary in the case where the dispenser or the magnetic

particle integratedly processing apparatus are of the

nozzle wash and reuse type. "Mounting a specified

quantity" is detemiined arbitrarily depending upon, the

35 size of the containers or tip racks, the route length, the

number able to be processed, the transfer speed, and
so on.

[0021] Furthermore, "a set of container working

devices " is suitably selected corresponding to the con-
40 tents of the processing performed in the container trans-

fer and processing system. For example, in the case of

DNA extraction, this is a dispensing apparatus (a dis-

posable tip type or a wash and reuse type which can
dispense and stir samples or reagents and suck, trans-

45 fer and dispense these to other containers) having 8
heads, 12 heads, or 96 heads, a reagent bath, a con-

stant temperature apparatus (which can be set to a plu-

rality of conditions between 0**C and 96*'C), a lumines-

cence detector (a plate reader for chemiluminescence,
50 absorbency, fluorescence etc.) and so on. In the case

of immunity measurement, addition of a washer etc. is

further required.

[0022] For DNA functional analysis and the like, a
large number of containers and pipette tips are neces-

55 sary. In addition to the above-mentioned apparatus,

there is required a stacking apparatus such as a reaction

plate, a tip rack and the like, an automatic supply unit

for supplying a large number of containers and dispens-

3
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Ing tips, a PGR thermal cycler, a PGR product purifier,

and a sequence product creating apparatus. In the case
where magnetic particles are used, a magnetic particle

Integratedly processing apparatus Is added, so that the

magnetic particles inside the plate-shaped container

can be collectively stirred, washed, separated and
transferred. The magnetic particle integratedly

processing apparatus", as with the before-mentioned

container storage parts, has nozzles arranged in matrix

fomri for sucking and discharging liquid, and tips remov-

ably mounted onto the nozzles. Moreover this has a

magnetic part which can apply or remove a magnetic

field to or from inside the tips. Controlling the "transfer"

of the simultaneous transfer device and the individual

transfer device by the control part includes instruction

and control of; stopping, transfer speed, transfer and
stopping time, transfer cycle, transfer and stopping tim-

ing, and positions of transferring and stopping.

[0023] According to the present invention, a simulta-

neous transfer device capable of simultaneously trans-

ferring a large quantity of plate-shaped containers, and
an individual transfer device capable of Individually

transferring the containers between arbitrary positions

where the containers can be mounted, are used in com-
bination. Thus it Is possible to transfer a large number
of containers simultaneously between each kind of sets

of container working devices by using the simultaneous

transfer device, which is suitable for regular transfer

processing of large quantities uniformly, but which can-

not transfer and process a variety of types individually.

Moreover, it is also possible to individually transfer con-

tainers to arbitrary positions corresponding to the con-

tents of the operation or the circumstances of the oper-

ation, by using the individual transfer device capable of

flexible transfer and processing of containers Individu-

ally in various types and non-periodically, but which is

not suitable for transfer and processing of large num-
bers. Therefore, it is possible to perform processing of

a large quantity efficiently and rapidly by the simultane-

ous transfer device. Furthermore, It Is also possible to

perform positive processing efficiently with minute at-

tention and high reliability, con-esponding to the opera-

tion contents for each container, or according to individ-

ual flexibility such as for the case where It Is necessary

to modify the process corresponding to various situa-

tions such as an accident, a fault or a special case, with-

out overall influencing the transfer sequence or transfer

time determined in relation to the large quantity of con-

tainers, set by the simultaneous transfer device.

[0024] For example, regarding operations which take

time, such as incubation, these are not performed on

the transfer route by the simultaneous transfer device,

but are performed outside of the transfer route, and con-

tainer transfer between containers at arbitrary position

inside the route and mounting positions of the set of con-

tainer working devices which perform the above-men-
tioned operations, is performed by the individual transfer

device. As a result, operation efficiency can be im-

6

proved, because other operations are not limited by op-

erations such as incubation.

[0025] Furthermore, for a container where the opera-

tion is delayed by an accident, this is transferred to out-

5 side the route, and for the other containers these are

uniformly transferred by the simultaneous transfer de-

vice and the other operations are performed preferen-

tially, thus preventing a set back to the operations of a

large number of containers due to the delay of the op-

to eration of small number of containers, and enabling ef-

ficient processing to be performed.

[0026] Moreover, according to the present invention,

because the individual transfer device Is capable of

transferring between arbitrary positions in a whole area
15 including the route of the simultaneous transfer device,

it is not necessary to multiply set special transferdevices

such as for only transferring between certain positions.

Hence this contributes to a simplification of construction

and a decrease in work space.

20 [0027] Therefore, by combining the simultaneous

transfer device and the individual transfer device. It Is

possible to make up for various defects, and perform

meticulous operations in large quantities and of various

types effrctently and rapidly.

[0028] Since it is only necessary to provide one or a
few individual transfer devices (no more than the

number of sets of container working devices is suffi-

cient) which are able to transfer between arbitrary posi-

tions, rather than multiply providing transfer devices be-

30 tween a large number of specificpositions. simplification

of the construction can be achieved.

[0029] By providing an individual transfer device to

enable alternative route transfer for the transfer routes

of the simultaneous transfer device, safety and reliability

35 of transfer can be Increased.

[0030] Moreover, according to the present invention,

by providing the individual transfer device, it Is possible

to perform operations on containers In arbitrary se-

quence without limiting the position or sequence along

40 a transfer route of the simultaneous transfer device for

the set of container working devices. Therefore sequen-

tial operations can be perfomned from positions where
operations are possible, to complywith the operation cir-

cumstances, and hence efficient processing can be per-

^5 formed at high speed.

[0031] A second aspect of the invention is that, in the

first aspect, the route of the simultaneous transfer de-

vice Is closed, and the transfer direction is In both the

forward and reverse directions along the route, and the

50 individual transfer device is a robot which is provided in

an inside area enclosed within the route, and which has

a holding part capable of holding the container or the tip

racks, and an arm capable of moving the holding part

within the area.

55 [0032] Here, "a closed route" is a route formed for ex-

ample in a circle or doughnut shape. A simultaneous

transfer device forwhich the route is a loop is specifbally

called a turntable. Moreover, the arm of the robot is for

4
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example, a polar coordinate type or an articulated type

having more than one joint. Furthermore, the holding

part is constructed so as to have for example, a horizon-

tally attached plate member and a clamping element

provided beneath the plate member, for holding the con-

tainer tightly from both sides.

[0033] According to the second aspect of the inven-

tion, the route of the simultaneous transfer device is

closed. Consequently, containers for which processing

has been completed, can be retumed automatically to

their initial positions. Therefore, it is not necessary for

the individual transfer device or a person to return the

containers to their initial positions, and hence process-

ing procedures are simplified. Furthermore, according

to the present invention, a commercial robot can be
used as the individual transfer device, and hence low

cost manufacture is possible.

[0034] A third aspect ofthe invention Is that In the first

aspect of the invention, the set of container working de-

vices perform a variety of operations such as; stacicing

the containers or the tip racl<s, dispensing into contain-

ers, supplying reagents for dispensing into containers,

mixing and stirring in a container, separating the con-

tents of a container, heating containers, washing con-

tainers, measuring related to the contents of a container,

cleaning solution passages which have been inserted

Into containers, and so on.

[0035] According to the third aspect of the invention,

the set of container working devices are for performing

stacking etc. of the containers. As such, a variety of

processes can be perfonned for the containers.

[0036] A fourth aspect of the invention is that, in the

first aspect of the invention, one of the sets of container

working devices is a dispensing apparatus, and the oth-

er sets of container working devices have one or two or

more apparatus selected from; a magnetic particle inte-

gratedly processing apparatus, a measurement appa-

ratus, a constant temperature apparatus for cooling or

heating, a stacking apparatus for the containers or the

tip racks, a reagent supplying apparatus, a separator,

an apparatus or a container forprecipitating, and a liquid

passage washing apparatus.

[0037] According to the fourth aspect of the Invention,

an effect the same as that described forthe third aspect

of the invention Is demonstrated,

[0038] A fifth aspect of the Invention is that in the sec-

ond aspect of the invention, the robot has a rotation shaft

and a vertical motion shaft, both following along direc-

tions perpendicular to a transfer face of the simultane-

ous transfer device, within an area of the transferdevice.

[0039] According to the fifth aspect of the invention,

the robot is axially supported so as to hold the rotation

shaft along a direction perpendicular to a transfer face

of the transfer device. Therefore for the whole transfer

route, simple transfer is possible by rotation of the robot.

[0040] A sixth aspect of the invention is that, in the

fifth aspect of the invention, the route of the simultane-

ous transfer device is fomned in a circular shape, and

the rotation shaft of the robot is provided concentric with

a center of rotation of the simultaneous transfer device.

[0041] In the sixth aspect of the invention, since the

route of the simultaneous transfer device is formed in a
5 circular shape, and the rotation shaft of the robot is co-

incident with the center of rotation of the simultaneous

transfer device, manufacture is facilitated, and control

such as for positioning depends onlyon rotational angle,

making control easy.

10 [0042] A seventh aspect of the invention is that, In ei-

ther of the second or the fifth aspects of the invention,

the robot is provided so as to be movable along a route

direction of the simultaneous transfer device, within an

area Inside of the simultaneous transfer device.

15 [0043] Here, the present invention, different from the

sixth aspect of the invention, is suitable for the case

where the route of the simultaneous transfer device is

longer, and the number of containers being handled Is

large.

20 [0044] In the seventh aspect of the invention, the ro-

bot is provided so as to be movable along the route di-

rection of the simultaneous transfer device, within an ar-

ea Inside of the transfer dievice. Therefore even in the

case where the transfer route of the simultaneous trans-

25 fer device is large, this can be coped with using one ro-

bot. Hence this contributes to simplification of construc-

tion and a decrease in manufacturing cost.

[0045] An eighth aspect of the invention is that in the

^ fourth aspect of the invention, the dispensing apparatus

30 has a dispenser having a plurality of liquid passages in-

side of which liquid passes, a magnetic force part for

exerting and removing a magnetic field onto and from

the liquid passages from outside, a pressure controller

for controlling the pressure inside the liquid passages to

35 suck and discharge liquid, and a moving part for rela-

tively moving between the dispensing apparatus or the

liquid passages and the containers.

[0046] In the eighth aspect of the invention, a dispens-

ing apparatus capable of exerting a magnetic force on
40 the liquid passage interior is provided at one of the sets

ofcontainerworking devices. Therefore a process using

magnetic particles can also be performed, and hence a

variety of processes can be efficiently performed.

[0047] A ninth aspect of the invention is that in the

45 fourth aspect of the invention, the magnetic particle in-

tegratedly processing apparatus has; a plurality of liquid

passages inside of which liquid passes and which are

arranged in matrix form, a magnetic force part for exert-

ing and removing a magnetic field onto and from the liq-

50 uid passages from outside, and a pressure controller for

controlling the pressure inside the liquid passages to

suck and discharge liquid.

[0048] In the ninth aspect of the invention, a magnetic

particle integratedly processing apparatus is provided

55 at one of the sets of container working devices. There-

fore for magnetic particle suspensions stored in each

storage part of a plate-shaped container, rapid and effi-

cient processing can be performed. Hence forthe mag-

BNSDOCIO:<EP 1256B08A1 I >
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netic particles, processing can be perfomied efficiently

at high speed and in various ways.

[0049] A tenth aspect of the Invention is that in the

ninth aspect of the invention, the magnetic force part is

able to exert and remove a magnetic force onto and from 5

each nozzle interior, in a stationary condition near an

outside of the liquid passages.

[0050] In the tenth aspect of the Invention, since inthe

magnetic particle integratedly processing apparatus It is

possible to exert and remove a magnetic force onto and io

from each nozzle Interior, In a stationary condition near

the outside of the respective liquid passages, then a

compact magnetic particle integratedly processing ap-

paratus can be manufactured.

[0051 ] An eleventh aspect of the invention is that that is

In the tenth aspect of the Invention, the magnetic force

part is able to exert and remove a magnetic force onto

and from each liquid passage interior, In a stationary

condition near an outside of the liquid passages, by be-

ing able to magnetize and demagnetize an external

member of the liquid passages which is set nearby or

contacting with an outer surface of each liquid passage.

[0052] According to the eleventh aspect of the inven-

tion, an effect the same as that described for the tenth

aspect of the Invention is demonstrated. 25

[0053] A twelve aspect of the invention is that In the

eleventh aspect of the invention, the magnetic force part

has a magnetic material member formed from a mag-
netic material provided with a plurality of insertion parts

for taking insertion of each liquid passage, and the ex- 30

ternal member of the liquid passages Is a wall part of

the insertion parts.

[0054] According to the twelfth aspect of the inven-

tion, an effect the same as that described for the tenth

aspect of the Invention Is demonstrated. 35

[0055] A thirteenth aspect of the invention is that in

the eleventh aspect of the invention, the external mem-
ber ofthe liquid passages Is made of divided parts which

are divided, and each divided part is separated so as to

have mutually opposite polarities by magnetizing. 40

[0056] According to the thirteenth aspect of the inven-

tion, an effect the same as that described for the tenth

aspect of the Invention Is demonstrated.

[0057] A fourteenth aspect of the invention is that in

the fourth aspect of the invention, In the dispensing ap-

paratus or the magnetic particle Integratedly processing

apparatus, a receiving tray is provided so as to be in-

sertableand removable with respect to an area beneath

all liquid passages of the dispensing apparatus or the

magnetic particle integratedly processing apparatus, for so

receiving liquid leaking from any of the liquid passages.

[0058] In the fourteenth aspect of the invention, be-

cause the receiving tray for preventing liquid spill is pro-

vided below the bottom end of the liquid passages, re-

liable processing without cross-contamination can be 55

perfomned.

[0059] A fifteenth aspect of the invention is that in the

fourteenth aspect of the invention, an apparatus for

stacking the containers or the tip racks stores the con-

tainers or tip racks stacked vertically and has; a plurality

of storage parts arranged gixisymmetrically, a rotation

shaft provided on an axis of symmetry line position, a

rotation mechanism which rotates about the rotation

shaft, and atransfermechanism fortransferring the stor-

age parts in the vertical direction based on the number
of containers or tip racks stored in the storage parts.

[0060] In the fifteenth aspect of the invention, since

the containers or tip racks can be conrpactly stacked In

layers, work space can be decreased and work efficien-

cy Increased.

[0061 ] A sixteenth aspect of the invention is that in the

fourth aspect of the Invention, the apparatus forwashing
containers has; a plurality of liquid passages capable of

insertion into each storage part of the container, an el-

evating mechanism for elevating the liquid passages,

and a sucking and discharging mechanism for sucking

and discharging liquid, and the liquid passages have an
inner liquid passage and an outer liquid passage, with

the outer passage passing through the inner passage
and being provided protnjdlng slightly from the outer

passage at the bottom end, and the sucking and dis-

charging mechanism is controlled so as to discharge or

suck cleaning solution from the inner passage and to

suck or discharge cleaning solution from the outer pas-

sage.

[0062] In the sixteenth invention, by sucking and dis-

charging cleaning solution with respect to the containers

comprising a plurality of storage parts, themountedcon-
tainers can be washed reliably, efficiently and rapidly.

[0063] A seventeenth aspect of the Invention is that

in the fourth aspect of the invention, the constant tem-

perature apparatus has; a mounting part made of ther-

mal conductive material for mounting containers, a Pel-

tier element provided beneath the mounting part and

driven by a predetermined direction current, fins provid-

ed beneath the Peltier element, and a fan provided be-

neath the fins, and the mounting part, Peltier element

and fins are stored In a accommodating part made of a

thermal insulation material and having an opening in a

top end and a bottom end, and the fan Is Installed In the

opening In the bottom end of the accommodating part.

[0064] According to the seventeenth aspect of the in-

vention, since containers can be heated or cooled by

simply mounting the containers, processes can be per-

formed easily without increasing apparatus size.

[0065] An eighteenth aspect of the Invention is that In

the fourth aspect of the invention, the reagent supplying

apparatus has; a plurality of reagent baths which is

made of transparent or translucent material for storing

reagents, a pipe set communicated with a reagent sup-

ply source for supplying reagent to the reagent baths,

with tips inserted into the reagent baths so as to be freely

inserted and removed, floats provided in the reagent

baths, a light emitting part provided outside the reagent

baths for in-adiating light towards the reagent baths, and

a light receiving part provided outside the reagent baths

6
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so as to be able to receive light from the reagent baths.

[0066] According to the eighteenth aspect of the in-

vention, the reagent supplying apparatus continually de-

tects the liquid level, and in the case where the reagent

stored in the reagent bath, is insufficient, reagent is sup-

plied so that a constant amount of reagent can always

be stored. Also a pipe for supplying reagent is provided

in the reagent bath so as to be freely attached and re-

moved. Therefore attachment and removal of the rea-

gent bath is facilitated, and washing or replacement of

the reagent bath can be easily performed.

[0067] A nineteenth aspect of the invention Is a dis-

pensing apparatus with a receiving tray provided so as

to be insertable and removable with respect to an area

beneath all liquid passages of the dispensing apparatus,

for receiving liquid leaking from any of the liquid passag-

es,

[0068] According to the nineteenth aspect of the In-

vention, an effect the same as that described for the

fourteenth aspect of the invention is demonstrated.

[0069] A twentieth aspect of the invention is a mag-
netic particle integratedly processing apparatus with a

receiving tray provided so as to be insertable and re-

movable with respect to an area beneath all liquid pas-

sages of the magnetic particle integratedly processing

apparatus, for receiving liquid leaking from any of the

liquid passages.

[0070] According to the twentieth aspect of the Inven-

tion, an effect the same as that described for the four-

teenth aspect of the invention is demonstrated.

[0071] A twenty-first aspect of the invention is thatthe

apparatus for stacking the containers or the tip racks Is

a container stacking apparatus which stores the con-

tainers or tip racks stacked vertically and has; a plurality

of storage parts arranged axisymmetrically, a rotation

shaft provided on an axis of symmetry line position, a

rotation mechanism which rotates about the rotation

shaft, and a transfer mechanism fortransferring the stor-

age parts in the vertical direction based on the number
of containers or tip racks stored in the storage parts.

[0072] According to the twenty first aspect of the in-

vention, an effect the same as that described for the fif-

teenth aspect of the invention is demonstrated.

[0073] A twenty-second aspect of the invention is a
containerwashing apparatus having; a plurality of liquid

passages capable of insertion Into each storage part of

a container, an elevating mechanism for elevating the

liquid passages, and a sucking and discharging mech-
anism for sucking and discharging liquid, and the liquid

passages have an inner liquid passage and an outer liq-

uid passage, with the outer passage passing through

the inner passage and being provided protruding slightly

from the outer passage atthe bottom end, and the suck-

ing and discharging mechanism is controlled so as to

discharge cleaning solution from the inner passage and
to suck cleaning solution from the outer passage.

[0074] According to the twenty second aspect of the

invention, an effect the same as that described for the

sixteenth aspect of the invention is demonstrated.

[0075] A twenty-third aspect of the Invention is a con-

stant temperature apparatus having; a mounting part

made of themnal conductive material for mounting con-

5 tainers, a Peltier element provided beneath the mount-

ing part and driven by a predetermined direction current,

fins provided beneath the Peltier element, and afan pro-

vided beneath the fins, and the mounting part, Peltier

element and fins are stored in an accommodating part

10 made of a thermal insulation material and having an

opening in a top end and a bottom end, and the fan Is

Installed In the opening in the bottom end of the accom-
modating part.

[0076] According to the twenty third aspect of the in-

^5 vention.an effect the same as that described forthe sev-

enteenth aspect of the invention is demonstrated.

[0077] A twenty-fourth aspect of the Invention Is a re-

agent supplying apparatus having; a plurality of reagent

baths which is made of transparent or translucent ma-
^ terial for storing reagents, a pipe set communicated with

a reagent supply source for supplying reagent to the re-

agent baths, with tips inserted into the reagent bath so

as to be freely Inserted and removed, floats provided in

the reagent baths, a light emitting part provided outside

25 the reagent bath for irradiating light towards the reagent

bath, and a light receiving part provided outside the re-

agent bath and facing the light emitting part through the

reagent bath.

[0078] According to the twenty fourth aspect of the in-

30 ventlon, an effect the same as that described for the

eighteenth aspect of the invention is demonstrated.

[0079] A twenty-fifth aspect of the of the Invention

has; a turntable capable of mounting a specified quantity

of plate-shaped containers each having a specified

35 quantity of storage parts arranged in matrix form, or a

specified quantity of tip racks each storing a specified

quantity of pipette tips, and simultaneously transferring

in both a fonvard and reverse direction along a circular

route, a plurality of container working devices arranged
40 in an area outside of the route ofthe tumtable and along

the route direction, for perfonning various kinds of op-

erations on the containers mounted on the tumtable or

the contents thereof or containers mounted at predeter-

mined positions outside of the turntable or the contents

45 thereof, a robot provided In an Inside area surrounded

by the route, having a holding part capable of holding

the containers or the tip racks, and an arm connected

to the holding part and capable of moving the holding

part between arbitrary positions inside an area Including

50 mounting positions of the containers on the turntable

and on the sets of container working devices, and a con-

trol part for perfomning transfer of the tumtable, opera-

tion ofthe sets of containerworking devices, arid control

of the robot; andtheplurality of sets of containerworking

55 devices are; a dispensing apparatus, a magnetic parti-

cle integratedly processing apparatus, a constant tem-

perature apparatus for cooling or heating, a stacking ap-

paratus for stacking the containers or the tip racks, a
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reagent supplying apparatus, a container washing ap-

paratus, a nozzle tip washing apparatus and a nneasur-

ing apparatus for measuring the contents of the contain-

ers.

[0080] Here there are two types of "tip rack", one for 5

an'anging the tips in matrix form corresponding to the

magnetic particle integratedly processing apparatus,

and one for arranging a number of tips equivalent to the

number of nozzles corresponding to the dispensing ap-

paratus. "Contents In a container" includes for example io

genetic material such as DNA, biopolymers such as pro-

teins: microorganism such as cells and bacteria, bio-

medical tissue of organisms, and so on.

[0081] According to the twenty fifth aspect of the in-

vention, an effect the same as that described for the first is

aspect of the invention Is demonstrated.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OFTHE DRAWINGS

[0082] 20

FIG. i Is a drawing Illustrating the principle of a con-

tainer transfer and processing system according to

an embodiment of the present Invention.

FIG. 2 is a detailed drawing of a container transfer 2S

and processing system according to the embodi-
ment of the present Invention.

FIG. 3 is a front view and a plan view of a magnetic

particle integratedly processing apparatus accord-

ing to an embodiment of the present invention. so

FIG. 4 is a front view and a plan view of a dispensing

apparatus according to an embodiment of the

present invention.

FIG. 5 Is a plan view of a reagent supplying appa-

ratus according to an embodiment of the present 35

invention.

FIG. 6 is a view showing a constant temperature

apparatus according to an embodiment of the

present Invention.

FIG. 7 Is a view showing a container washing ap- 40

paratus according to an embodiment of the present

invention.

FIG, 8 is a process flow chart of the container trans-

fer and processing apparatus according to the em-
bodiment of the present Invention . 45

FIG. 9 is another process flow chart of the container

transfer and processing apparatus according to the

embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 10 is a view showing another container transfer
and processing apparatus which uses a robot, ac- so

cording to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 11 is a view showing the container transfer and
processing apparatus according to the embodiment
of the priesent Invention,

FIG. 12 is a view showing a container transfer and 55

processing apparatus according to a conventional

example.
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BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0083] A container transfer and processing system
according to an embodiment of the present invention will

be explained with reference to the drawings. This em-
bodiment does not limit the present invention unless

particulariy specified.

[0084] FIG. 1 illustrates the principle of a container

transfer and processing system 1 0 according to this em-
bodiment. As shown in the figure, the container transfer

and processing system 10, has for example, for trans-

ferring plate-shaped containers 11 each having for ex-

ample 96 (8x12) Storage parts arranged In matrix form,

or tip racks in which are stored similarly arranged pipette

tips, a turntable 1 2 as a simultaneous transfer device for

simultaneous transfer of the containers, carrying a max-
imum of 12 Items and provided so as to be rotatable tn

both the forward and reverse directions along a closed

circularshape closed route. The inner bottom of the stor-

age parts of the container 1 1 are formed for example as

a round bottom so that when a tip is inserted, the tip can
suck, or discharge while in contact with the bottom.

[0085] In an area outside of the route of the turntable

1 2, there is provided a base table 1 3, and inside the area
of the tumtable 12 is Installed a rotation shaft set con-
centric with the center of rotation of the turntable 1 2, and
which has a robot 14 provided so as to be rotatable at

least ± 360°, for individually transferring the containers

1 1 or the tip racks one by one.

[0086] This container transfer and processing system
10 is provided with; an operation apparatus (not shown
in the figures) comprising: a keyboard to input or desig-

nate processing or operation contents by an operator, a

mouse, a touch panel, a floppy disk driver, an input part

such as a communication apparatus, a display part such
as a CRT or LCD, a printing device or communication
device, and an output part comprising a floppy disk driv-

er or the like, and a control section (not shown In the

figures) comprising a CPU or the like for analyzing in-

struction contents, and Instructing control to the tumta-
ble.

[0087] In the outside area of the turntable 1 2 Including

the base table 13 there Is arranged along the periphery

of the turntable 12, a plurality of container working de-

vices 15^ to 169, which perform a variety of operations.

[0088] The robot 14 is able to transfer the plate-

shaped containers 11 or tip racks 37 between arbitrary

positions inside an area Including the mounting position

of the containers on the tumtable 12 and on the sets of

container working devices 1 5^ to 1 Sg. The robot 1 4 has
a hand part 1 6 as a holding part capable of holding the

containers 11 or tip racks, and an arm 24 which Is con-

nected to the hand part 16 and which can transfer the

hand part 1 6 within the area including the mounting po-

sitions of the containers 11 or tip racks on the turntable

12 and on the sets of container working devices 15.t to

[0089] The amn 24 Is an articulated robot which has;

BP 1 256 808 A1
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a first arm 1 8 for rotatably connecting to the hand part

1 6 through a junction 1 7. a second arm 1 9 for rotatably

connecting to the first ann 1 8 through a joint 20, and a

base 21 for rotatably connecting to the second arm 19

through a Joint 22. The base 21 of the robot 14 has a 5

rotation shaft 23 concentric with a center of rotation of

the turntable 12. The arm 24 is controlled so as not to

collide with the sets of container working devices 1 5^ to

ISq.

[0090] FIG. 2 shows all sets of container working de- io

vices 1 0 in more detail.

[0091] As it is shown In FIG. 2 (a), the set of container

working devices 15-| to ISg are, for example; a stacking

apparatus 15i for stacking the containers 11 and tip

racks 37 outside the transfer route; constant tempiLra=.-.

tureapparatus I SglP ISg^f^

^nSSJLlS^'^^ the transfetjout^, a container wash-
ing apparatus 15g for washing each storage part of the

container 1 1 outside the transfer route, a magnetic par-

ticle integratedly processing apparatus 1 Sj for perfomr^

ing various kinds of processing on suspensions contain-

ing magnetic particles which are stored in the containers

1 1 inside the transfer route, or attaching pipette tips onto

or removing them from the tip racks 37. a multi row dis-

pensing apparatus 1 63 for performing dispensing or the

like with respect to the containers 11 outside the trans-

ferring route, and a reagent supply apparatus for sup-

plying various kinds of reagents to the containers 1 1 out-

side the transferring route.

[0092] The containers 1 1 to be processed by the con- so

tainer transfer and processing apparatus, are secured

in position on the turntable 12 so as not to move by pro-

viding four fasteners 11a for each container 11 at each

corner of the container 1 1

.

[0093] A holding part 1 6 of the robot 1 4, as shown in 35

FIG. 2 (b) has an L-shape member 16a, and a clamping

part 16b provided beneath the L-shape part 16a and a

motor 1 6c for driving the clamping part 1 6b, which are

connected to the arm 1 8 through the joint 1 7.

[0094] The tumtable 12 Is rotation driven by a motor 40

25 through a timing belt 26. Bearings 27 are provided

between the turntable 12 and the base table 1 3.

[0095] The sets of container working devices 162 to

ISs, excluding the tumtable 12, the base table 13, the

robot 14 and the container stacking apparatus 15^ , are ^5

accommodated in a sealed storage charriber 30. As a

result, it is possible Io preventInfluence from outside on

the processing material, or dispersion of material which

might have a hanmful effect on humans or the environ-

ment, to the open air. Moreover, a door 31 which can be so

freely opened or closed is provided in the storage cham-
ber 30, and a display apparatus 32 is provided on the

storage chamber 30, for displaying process result of the

container transfer and processing apparatus 10, as-

pects of the processing, processing settings, and so on. 55

Furthermore inside the storage chamber 30 there may
be provided exhaust ports with filters (not shown in the

figures) for exhausting gas accumulated thereinslde.

[0096] In FIG. 2 (b), beneath the turntable 1 2 and the

base table 13 there Is provided; reagent bottles 34 for

storing reagent for supply to the reagent supplying ap-

paratus 33, in which is stored reagent dispensed by the

dispensing apparatus ISg, bottles 35 for storing clean-

ing solution for supply to the washing apparatus 1 5$ and
a blower 36 for supplying air to the washing apparatus

1 5q and the like.

[0097] The container stacking apparatus 1 5^ has stor-

age parts 38 and 39 for respectively storing the plate-

shaped containers 11 or tip racks 37 by stacking and
arranging axisymmetrically. Moreover, on symmetrical

axes therewith there is provided; a rotation shaft 40, a
motor 41 which rotates the respective storage parts 60
about the rotation shaft 40, and a motor 42 for moving
the respective storage parts 38 and 39 up and down.
Reference symbol 43 denotes a bearing. The outside

container stacking apparatus ISg and the storage cham-
ber 30 may be made movable by providing casters 43
and 45 and legs 44 and 46.

[0098] Next Is a description of another sets of contain-

er working devices ISg to ISg according to this embod-
iment with reference to the drawings. At first is a descrip-

tion of a magnetic particle integratedly processing ap-

paratus 167, with reference to FIG. 3.

[0099] This magnetic particle integratedly processing

apparatus 167 has; pipette tips 50 of 8 rows x 12 col-

umns arranged in matrix form (only the 12 columns are

shown In the figure), nozzles 51 inserted removably into

the tips 50 (there aire 8 rows x 12 columns, but only one
row is shown in the figure for simplicity), cylinders 52
communicated with the nozzles 51 (there are 8 rows x

12 columns, but only one row is shown In the figure for

simplicity), and pistons 53 arranged in matrix form,

which are stored In each of the cylinders 52 so as to be
movable up and down (there are 8 rows x 12 columns,

but only one row is shown in the figure for simplicrty).

These pistons 53 are attached at the top to a moving
part 54. The moving part 54 Is provided so as to be slide-

able relative to a syringe base plate 57, via a guide part

55, along a vertically laid rail 56.

[0100] The moving part 54 is rotatably connected to

the bottom end of a bail screw 58, and the ball screw 58
is threaded into a nut 59. The nut 59 is rotationally driven

by a motor 60 through a timing belt 61. The motor 60,

the cylinders 52, the nozzles 51 and the pipette tips 60
are fixed to the syringe base plate 57.

[01 01 ] The syringe base plate 57, and the nozzles 5 1

,

the cylinders 52 and the pipette tips 50 fixed thereto are

moved up and down by a vertical movement mechanism
62. The vertical movement mechanism 62 has; a rail 64
for guiding a guide 63 which is provided fixed to the sy-

ringe base plate 57, a nut 65 connected to the guide 63
of the syringe base plate 57, a ball screw 66 threaded

into the nut 65, and a motor 68 for vertically moving the

nut 65 by rotational driving the ball screw 66 through a
coupling 67. The bottom end of the ball screw 66 is ro-

tatably supported by a bearing 64.

9
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[0102] Furthermore, the vertical movement mecha-

nism 62 is supported so as to be movable in the radial

direction by a rail member 70 provided along the radial

direction of the turntable 12. The rail member 70 is fixed

to the base table 13 by a support 71

.

[0103] A receiving tray 72 for receiving leaked liquid

from the pipette tips 50 is provided atthe'bottom side of

the vertical movement mechanism 62, so as to be in-

serted into and removed from the area beneath the tips

50 in the figure. Reference symbol 73 denotes a motor

for moving the receiving tray 72 for insertion and with-

drawal. The receiving tray 72 is made from flexible ma-

terial, and at the backward position is bent along the

curved surface 74 in FIG, 3 (b).

[0104] A magnetic force part 75 is provided beneath

the receiving tray 72 at the bottom end of the vertical

movement mechanism 62. The magnetic force part 75

has a magnetic source 78 which is positionally adjusta-

ble transversely in the figure with respect to the bottom

end part of the vertical movement mechanism 62, via a

guiding part 76 and a rail 77 for guiding the guiding part

76, and a magnetic substance 79 magnetically connect-

ed to the magnetic source 78 and having a plurality of

insertion parts into which the matrix shape arranged tips

50 can be inserted.

[0105] Reference symbol 80 in the FIG. 3 denotes a

washing apparatus for washing tips or nozzles, while

reference symbol 81 denotes an opening for removal

and dumping of the tips. Furthermore, reference symbol

82 denotes a motor for moving a part including the ver-

tical movement mechanism 62 in a radial direction of the

turntable 12. and reference symbol 83 denotes a sup-

port for slidably supporting a part including the vertical

movement mechanism 62 on the rail member 70.

[01 06] Next is a description of the dispensing appara-

tus 15q based on FIG. 4.

[0107] The dispensing apparatus ISg has a plurality

of. for example 8, sets of nozzles.

[0108] The dispensing apparatus 1 63 has tips 85 hav-

ing tip ends which can be inserted into the storage parts

of the containers 11 ,
cylinders 86 having a nozzles onto

which the tips 85 can be attached and removed freely,

pistons 87 slidably accommodated In the cylinders 86

for sucking and discharging by moving vertically, a nut

88 connected to the pistons 87, a ball screw 89 threaded

into the nut 88, and a motor 90 for rotating and driving

the ball screw 89.

[0109] The pistons 87, the nut 88, the ball screw 89

and the motor 90 constitute a sucking and discharging

mechanism 91 . All of the sucking and discharging mech-

anism 91 , the pipette tips 85, and the cylinders 86 with

nozzles attached are fixed to a support 92. Through the

support 92, the pipette tips 85 and other parts, are sup-

ported so as to be movable up and down by a vertical

movement mechanism 93.

[0110] The vertical movement mechanism 93 has a

ball screw 94 which is threaded into a nut (not shown in

the figure) provided on the support 92, and the bait

screw 94 is rotated and driven by a motor 95 through a
timing belt 96.

[0111] At the bottom end of the vertical movement
mechanism 93, there is provided a receiving tray 97 for

5 receiving leaked liquid from the tip end of the tips 85,

provided so as to be inserted into and withdrawn from

the area beneath the tips 85, and a motor 98 for driving

for inserting and withdrawing the receiving tray 97.

[0112] The vertical movement mechanism 93, the

10 sucking and discharging mechanism 91 and the pipette

tips 85 and so on, are provided so as to be movable by

a motor 1 01 and a belt 101 a in the back and forth direc-

tion along a rail 1 00 provided on an arm 99. The whole

mechanism including the arm 99 Is supported by a base
^5 102 and fixed on a base table 13.

[01 13] Within an area in which the tips 85 of the dis-

pensing apparatus 15g are movable back and forth,

there is provided; a plate 11 provided with a plurality of

storage parts, a reagent supplying part 33 for supplying

20 reagent, and a tip rack 1 03 for holding tips which are to

be attached to the cylinder 86 fitted with nozzles, or tips

which have been removed therefrom. This tip rack 103

may also be transferred by the turntable 12. Regarding

the trp racks 37 and 103, in order to preventcross-con

-

tamination between adjacent tips when the used tips are

fitted for recycling, a cover for separating each tip may
be provided beneath the tip rack 1 03. The covermay be

for example one where holes for insertion of the tips are

provided in polystyrene foam.

30 [0114] FIG. 5 shows details of the reagent supplying

part 33. The reagent supplying part 33 has reagent

baths 110 for storing reagents, provided In parallel in a

number corresponding to the number of nozzles of the

dispensing apparatus 15^, and made from transparent

35 or semltransparent material. In each reagent bath 110

a spherical float 1 1 1 which floats on the liquid surface of

the stored reagent is provided so as to be movable up

and down at one end 112 inside the reagent bath 110.

[0115] In each reagent bath 11 0, a tip end of a small

40 diameter metal pipe 1 1 3 for supplying reagent is remov-

ably Inserted from above an open part of each reagent

bath 110. Each of these pipes 113 is attached to a hold-

ing part 116, which Is open and closably connected to a

frame 114 of the reagent supplying part 33 by a hinge
45 115.

[0116] The pipe 113 is connectedto a flexible pipe 117

which is communicated with a tank for storing reagents.

The flexible pipe 117 is attached to a flexible pipe con-

necting part 11 9 of a pipe laying part 118. The pipe laying

so part 1 1 8 is for laying the pipes 1 1 3 in the case where the

holding part 116 Is opened and the pipes 113 are re-

moved from the reagent bath 110. Reference symbol

1 20 denotes notches in which the pipes 113 are inserted

and laid.

55 [0117] Furthermore, In the reagent supplying part 33,

a light emitting diode (photodetector) 121 and a photo-

detector (light emitting diode) 1 22 are provided such that

the optical axis thereof passes through a predetermined

10
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position region of each reagent bath 110 which is made
from transparent or semitransparent material. In the

case where a predieteimined amount of reagent is

stored inside the reagent bath 110, the float 111 comes
within the predetermined position region and light from 5

the light emitting diode 121 (122) is obstructed by the

float 1 1 1 so that the amount of light received by the pho-

todetector 122 (or 121) is less than a certain amount.

[0118] On the other hand, in the case where the rea-

gent is reduced to less than a predetermined amount,

the float 111 falls below the predetennined position re-

gion and when the light interception device 122 (121)

receives almost all the light amount from the light emit-

ting diode 121 (122), the lack of reagent in a reagent

bath 110 is detected. Therefore ft is possible to control is

so as to always supply a certain amount of reagent to

Inside the reagent bath 110.

[0119] Reference symbol 123 denotes an aluminum

block for reagent cooling.

[0120] FIG, 6 shows the constant temperature appa- 20

ratus 162 to 165 for heating or cooling.

[0121] The constant temperature apparatus ISg to

165 have thermoconductive material 130 for mounting

a container 11 on top, and a Peltier element 131 which

becomes a heating source or a cooling source depend-

ing on the direction of the electric current. When used

for heating, the electric current flows so that heat is gen-

erated at the upper surface of the Peltier element 131,

and the lower surface is cooled, while when used for

cooling, conversely the electric current flows so that the 30

upper surface is cooled and the lower surface is heated.

[01 22] Fins 1 32 for radiant heating or radiant cooling

are provided beneath the Peltier element 131 , and a fan

133 for introducing outside airto the fins 1 32 is provided

beneath the fins 132. The themrioconductive material 35

130, the Peltier element 131 and so on are accommo-

dated in a box 134 which is made from thermal insulation

material.

[0123] FIG. 7 shows a plate-shaped container wash-

ing apparatus 1 Sg. The plate-shaped containerwashing 40

apparatus ISg is an apparatus for washing mounted

plate-shaped containers 11 , and has twin pipes 140 ar-

ranged in matrix fomri for inserting into the storage parts

of the plate-shaped container 11. The twin pipes 140

comprises an outer pipe 141 and an inner pipe 142

which passes through the outer pipe 141

.

[01 24] The inner pipe 1 42 is for spraying or discharg-

ing cleaning solution to each storage part, and is com-

municated with the aforementioned cleaning solution

bottles 35 through a cleaning solution holding part 1 43 so

for temporarily holding cleaning solution prior to dis-

charging. The outer pipe 1 41 is for sucking cleaning so-

lution which has been sprayed or discharged to each

storage part, and is communicated with a cleaning so-

lution discharge part 1 44 and sucks or discharges using 55

the aforementioned blower 36. Here cleaning solution

includes, for instance, distilled water.

[01 25] The twin pipes 140, the cleaning solution hold-

ing part 143 and the cleaning solution discharge part

144 are attached and fixed to an attachment part 145.

The attachment part 1 46 Is connected to a nut 1 46. The
nut 146 is threaded with a ball screw 1 47, and by rotation

of the ball screvy 147, the nut 146 and the attachment

part 1 45, and thus the twin pipes 1 40 are moved up and

down. The ball screw 147 Is rotated and driven by a mo-

tor 149 through a timing belt 1 48. These vertical move-

ment mechanisms are provided secured to a base table

13 by a stand 150.

[0126] A guide 1 52 Is provided on the attachment part

145, and by moving the guide 152 up and down guided

by a rail 153, the attachment part 145 is stably moved
up and down. According to this apparatus, by moving

the twin pipes 140 up and down, a sucking and dis-

charge action can be pertormed at various positions in

the vertical direction Inside the storage part, thus ena-

bling reliable washing. Moreover, according to this ap-

paratus, the discharge volume of cleaning solution can

be variably set, and can thus be made to correspond to

containers having various capacities.

[0127] The operation of the container transfer and

processing system 1 0 according to the embodiment will

now be explained based on FIG. 8.

[0128] When an operator specifies a process by in-

putting the process content using the aforementioned

operation apparatus, the control part recognizes the

process content. Then as shown In FIG. 8, in step SI

,

the robot 14 takes out a container 11 in which samples

such as specimens are stored In each storage part, from

the stacking apparatus 15^, and transfers this, and

mounts it on the turntable 12.

[0129] Then the turntable 12, in step S2, transfers the

container 11 to the vicinity of the dispensing apparatus

15a on the turntable 1 2, and in step 4, this is transferred

to a working area of the dispensing apparatus 1 5q, by

the robot 1 4. In step 5, a reagent and a magnetic particle

suspension, necessary forthe aforementioned process,

are dispensed In the necessary quantity to each storage

partofthecontainerll bythedlspensing apparatus 15q.

A capture material necessary for capturing a target ma-
terial, is coated onto the magnetic particle.

[0130] In the meantime, the robot 14 in step S3, takes

out tip racks 37 In which the tips 50 are an-anged, from

the aforementioned container stacking apparatus 15i,

and transfers these, and rhounts them onto the turntable

1 2. The tip racks 37 are transferred to the vicinity of the

magnetic particle integratedly processing apparatus 1 67
by the turntable 12, and then in step S8, on the route,

these are attached ail togetherto the nozzles 51 by low-

ering the nozzles 51 ofthe magnetic particle integratedly

processing apparatus ISy onto the tip racks 37.

[0131] On the other hand in step 87, a container 11

which has been subjected to the dispensing process is

transferred by the robot 14 and mounted onto the tum-

table 12, and in step S9 this is transfen-ed to the vicinity

of the magnetic particle integratedly processing appa-

ratus 167 by the tumtable 12. Then in step 81 0 the pi-

ll
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pette tips 50 which are attached to the nozzles 51 of the

magnetic particle integratedly processing apparatus

157, are inserted into the container 11 to perform the

process for the magnetic particles. This process in-

cludes processes such as suction, discharge, mixing,

separation, dissociation of the target material, and re-

suspension.

[0132] Once the process is finished, in step S1 1 , the

dissociated target material is stored into a container 11

together with a necessary reagent and transferred by
mounting onto the turntable 12. Moreover, in the case
of recycling the used container 11 , in step SI 3, the con-

tainer 11 is transferred to the aforementioned plate-

shaped container washing apparatus ISg by the robot

14 (the turntable 12 may also be used), and in step S14
the washing process Is performed.

[0133] The washed container 11, instepSiS, istrans-

ferred by the robot, and mounted on the turntable 12.

Furthermore, the used pipette tips 50, which are at-

tached to the magnetic particle integratedly processing

apparatus 157, depending on necessity in the magnetic
particle processing of step 810, are washed while at-

tached to the nozzles by the washing apparatus 80
shown in FIG. 3 (b). In step 812, the used unnecessary

tips 50 may be detached and stored in the tip rack 37,

and transferred to the vicinity of the stacking apparatus

15^ on the tumtable 12, and then stored in the stacking

apparatus 1 5., by the robot 1 4.

[0134] On the other hand in step 811, the container

11 , In which the target material and necessary reagent

are stored, is transferred to the vicinity of one of the con-

stant temperature apparatus 152 to ISg. Then in step

816 this is mounted onto one of constant temperature

apparatus ISg to 155 by the robot 14, and in step 817
incubation is performed. When the comparatively long

period of incubation finishes, in step 18 the robot 14

takes out the container 1 1 from one of the constant tem-

perature apparatus 1 62 to 1 55, and transfers the con-

tainer 1 1 to the turntable 1 2 and mounts it thereon.

[0135] In step SI 9, the magnetic particle integratedly

processing apparatus ISy, attaches new pipette tips 50
which are arranged in the tip rack 37 mounted on the

turntable 12, to the nozzles 51, and in step 821, per-

forms processing of the magnetic particles. Here afresh,

the magnetic particle suspension is mixed In the con-

tainer 11, the processed target material is captured on

the magnetic particles, and after eliminating the residual

liquid, the target material is dissociated, and re-sus-

pended and stored into a new container 11 . Then in step

822, the new container in which the processed target

material is stored, is transferred using the tumtable 12,

and then stored in the stacking apparatus 15^ using the

robot 14.

[01 36] Moreover, the used tips 50 are washed by the

washing apparatus 80, and then removed in step S23,
and eventually returned to the stacking apparatus 15^.

The used container 11 , in step 824, is transferred to the

plate-shaped container washing apparatus 15e by the

rx)bot 1 4 (the tumtable 1 2 can also be used). Then after

washing in step 825, this is again transferred in step

826, to the turntable 12 by the robot 14, and eventually

transferred to the stacking apparatus 1 5^ using the robot

5 14 and stored.

[0137] According to this embodiment, regarding

transfer by the robot 14, since transfer is perfomned

when a container 1 1 is brought close to each set of con-

tainer working devices by the tumtable 12, the load on
10 the robot 14 Is reduced, and effectively, the overall

processing speed and efficiency is increased.

[0138] The above steps illustrate an example of the

flow of processes where, to simplify explanation, atten-

tion is given only to processing using one target mate-
IS rial. However, It is possible to process efficiently and rap-

idly by processing in continuation with other processes,

orby processing in parallel during the processing instep

817, step 810 or step 821 In FIG. 8.

[01 39] An example of appltoation to a dye terminator-

20 clean up process is shown based on FIG. 9.

[0140] When an operator specifies a process by in-

putting the process content using the aforementioned

operation apparatus, the control part recognizes the

process content. Then In step 8101 , the robot 14 takes

25 out a plate-shaped container 11 having five sets of 96
storage parts, from the stacking apparatus 1 5^ , and se-

quentially transfers and mounts this on the turntable 12.

[0141] In step 8102, the container 11 is transferred to

the vicinity of the dispensing apparatus 1 Sg, and in step

30 81 04 this is sequentially transferred by the robot 14 to

a working area of the dispensing apparatus 1 Sg.

[0142] In step 81 05, by means of the dispensing ap-

paratus 1 53, sequentially the samples are dispensed in-

to the first container, the magnetic particle suspension
35 is dispensed Into the second container, the binding buff-

er solution is dispensed into the third container, 70% eth-

anol solution is dispensed into the fourth container, and
loading buffer solution Is dispensed into the fifth contain-

er. A necessary capture material Is coated onto the mag-
-^0 netic particle.

[0143] Meanwhile, in step 8103, the robot 14 takes

out a tip rack 37 with 96 tips 50 arranged in matrix form,

from the stacking apparatus 15t, and transfers this and
mounts it onto the tumtable 12. The tip rack 37 is then

^5 transferred to the magnetic particle Integratedly

processing apparatus 157 by the turntable 12. In step

81 08, on the route, each nozzle 51 of the magnetic par-

ticle Integratedly processing apparatus I57 Is lowered

to the tip rack 37 to attach the pipette tips 50 all together.

50 [0144] On the other hand in step 8107, the 5 piece

containers 11 which have been subjected to the dis-

pensing process are sequentially transfen-ed by the ro-

bot 11 and mounted on the tumtable 12. Then In step

8109, these are transferred to the magnetic particle in-

55 tegratedly processing apparatus 167 bythe turntable 12.

In step 8110 the 96 pipette tips 50 arranged in matrix

form and attached to the nozzles 51 of the magnetic par-

ticle integratedly processing apparatus 157, are at first

12
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inserted into each storage part of the first container to [0151] Thus the fourth container is transferred with

suck the sample. the residual ethanol solution stored therein and then re-

[0145] The pipette tips 50 which have sucked the moved. Next when the fifth container has been trans-

sample are once raised, and when the second container ferred to a work area of the magnetic particle integrat-

is transferred to directly beneath the pipette tips 50, 5 ediy processing apparatus ISy, the pipette tips 50 with

, these are inserted into each storage part of the second .the magnetic particles attached to their inner walls are

containerto discharge the sample into the magnetic par- inserted into each storage part, and sucking and dis-

tide suspension and then suck the mixed liquid. The pi- charge is repeatedly performed in 2 to 5 |il of the loading

pette tips 50, which have sucked the mixed liquid are buffer solution with the magnetic field removed, to re-

again raised, and when the third container Is transferred io suspend the magnetic particles. After this, the suspend-
to directly beneath the pipette tips 50. the mixed liquid ed liquid Is sucked with the magnetic field applied, and
is discharged into the binding buffer solution, the magnetic particles are attached to the inner wall of

[0146] In step S1 1 2, the third container Is transferred the pipette tips 50, and thus separated and removed, so
by the turntable 12 to nearby one of the constant tem- that acleaned up product is created in thefifth container,

perature apparatus 152 155 which provides a temper- is [0152] In step S123, the fifth container is transfen-ed

ature of 15°C. Then in step S1 14, the third container is to the vicinity of the stacking apparatus 15^ by the turn-

mounted on one of the constant temperature apparatus table 12, and in step SI 24. is stacked in the stacking

1 52 to 1 55 by the robot 1 4, and in step S1 1 3. this Is left apparatus 1 5^ by the robot 14 to be used for the next

sitting for example for five minutes. process.

[0147] After the five minutes have passed, in step 20 [0153] As described above, these processes are able

S11 4, this is remounted on the turntable 1 2 by the robot to prevent cross-contamination completely by using the

1 4. In step S1 15, the third container is transferred to a 96 piece tips and 5 layer plate-shaped containers for 96
working area of the magnetic particle integratedly samples. In this case, six container mounting positions

processing apparatus 167. In step 1 1 6, the pipette tips including a tip rack are used on the turntable 1 2. Since

50 are inserted into each storage part of the third con- 25 the turntable 12 has twelve container mounting posi-

tainer and then, with the magnetic field exerted on the tions, then in this embodiment, by adjusting the incuba-

interior of the pipette tips 50, the mixed liquid is sucked, tion time, execution is possible where two processes are

and with the magnetic particles attached tothe innerwall performed together at the same time,

of the pipette tips 50 and thus separated, the pipette tips [01 54] In the above example, the processing Involves

50 are raised. 30 using removable pipette tips at the nozzles. Instead of

j
[01 48] Then the third containerwith the residual liquid this processing, by including a step for washing the dls-

storedtherein. is transfenred by the turntable 12 and the pensing tips and washing the containers, the used
robot 14 to the stacking apparatus 15^, in order to be mounting positions on the turntable 12 can be reduced,

•. removed. Once the fourth container has been trans- and the number of processes performed together at the

ferred by the turntable 1 2 to a work area ofthe magnetic 35 same time can be increased.

particle integratedly processing apparatus 157, the pi- [0155] FIG. 10 shows a container transfer and
pette tips 50 with the magnetic particles attached to their processing system according to another embodiment.

.
innerwalls are Inserted Into each storage part, and suck- [01 56] The container transfer and processing system
ing and discharge is repeatedly perfonned in 50 p.1 of a uses a polar coordinate type robot 160 instead of the

i
70% ethanol solution with the magnetic field removed, 40 polyarticulate type robot 14,

' to re-suspend the magnetic particles. [0157] The robot 160 is installed inside the inner area

[0149] In step S117, when the fourth container is of the turntable 12, and has a rotation shaft provided

moved by the turntable 12 to near one of the constant concentric with a rotation center of the turntable. The
temperature apparatus ISg to 165, in step S1 18, it is robot 160 has an ami 161 which is installed along the

transferred by the robot 14 to one of the constant tem- ^5 radial direction from the rotation center above the tum-
perature apparatus 163 to ISg held at 80*C to 90 **C, table 12 and a hand part 162 which is installed under
and left for two minutes. the arm 1 61 for holding plate-shaped containers tightly

[0150] In step S1 19, after two minutes have passed, from their sides In a perpendicular direction to the Ion-

then in step S120, the fourth container is mounted on gitudinal direction of the arm 161

,

the above turntable 12 by the robot 14, and in steps 121, so [0158] A nut 163 is attached to the arm 161, and the

the fourth container Is transferred to a work area of the nut 1 63 Is threaded with a bail screw 1 64 which is pro-

magnetic particle integratedly processing apparatus vided along the vertical direction. The ball screw 164 is

1 67. Then in step SI 22 the pipette tips 50 are sucked rotated and driven by a motor 1 65 through a timing belt

while inserted into each storage part of the fourth con- 166 to thereby move the arm 161 in the vertical direction,

tainer with the magnetic field applied so that the mag- ss [0159] The hand part 162 is connected to the nut

netic particles are separated by being attached to the which is threaded with the ball screw 164 provided on
inner wall, and in this condition, the pipette tips 50 are the arm 1 61 , and is provided so that by rotation drive of

raised. the motor 168, the hand part 162 can be moved back

13
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and forth In the radial direction of the turntable 12. The
hand part 162 Is provided so as to be movable in the

perpendicular direction to the longitudinal direction of

the amn 171 by an air cylinder 169, and can thus hold

an object tightly. The container transfer and processing 5

system using the robot 160 according to this embodi-

ment Is suitable for smaller scale operations compared
to using the polyartlculate robot 14.

[0160] FIG. 11 shows a container transfer and
processing system 180 according to another embodi- io

ment.

[01 61 ] The container transfer and processing system

180 is an apparatus suitable for when the number of

containers for transfer is much more than for the con-

tainer transfer and processing system according to the is

aforementioned embodiment.

[01 62] The container transfer and processing system
180 differs from the container transfer and processing

system 10 in that a total of 60 containers with the con-

tainers 11 in two concentric rows with 30 containers per 20

row, are mounted on a turntable 181 being a simultane-

ous transfer device. Moreover, it is also possible to

mount tip racks 1 82 onto the turntable 1 81 , besides the

containers 11.

[0163] Furthermore, Inside the transfer route of the 25

turntable 181, a robot (not shown in the figure) is pro-

vided so as to be movable along a closed rail 1 83 which

is laid in a circular shape. Moreover, in the outside area

ofthe turntable 1 81 , a variety of types of apparatus serv-

ing as the set of containerworking devices are arranged 30

along the route.

[0164] The container working device has; a rotation

type micro stacker 184 for stacking the plate-shaped

containers 11, an integrated processing apparatus 185

capable of dispensing all together to the 96 storage 35

parts of the container 11 , a dispenser 1 86 having an 8

head nozzle, a plate stacker 1 87 capable of stacking the

micro plates 11 in 20 layers on a stacking part 1 88 under

low temperature conditions, a plate reader 1 89 for read-

ing infomiation displayed on the micro plates 1 1 , con- 40

stant temperature apparatus 190^, I9O2, 19O3 and 190^

for keeping the micro plates at a high temperature, a

dispenser 191, and a personal computer 192 for drive

control. Reference symbol 193 denotes a transfer line

supply part 193 for supplying containers 11 onto the ^5

turntable 181.

[0165] The contents of these embodiments are spe-

cifically described for a better understanding of this in-

vention, and are merely illustrations not to be interpreted

as limiting. Therefore, changes are possible within a so

scope which does not alter the gist of the Invention. For

example, in the above description, only the case of a

turntable as a simultaneous transfer device was de-

scribed. However, the invention is not limited to this

case, and for example, a transfer device having a linear 55

route, an elliptical route or a polygon shape route is also

possible.

[0166] Furthermore, in the above description, the

case of only one robot inside the transfer route was de-

scribed. However, the case where two or more are pro-

vided is also possible. Moreover, the case was de-

scribed where each plate-shaped container has 96 stor-

age parts was described, however the invention is not

limited to this case.

[0167] Furthermore, in the above description, thecon-

tainer working devices were eight machines, and the

processing performed inside the route was only the

processing related to the magnetic particle integratedly

processing apparatus. However, the number of contain-

er working devices, is not limited by this case, and a

case where the number is less than this, or where other

kinds of containerworking device are added is also pos-

sible. As these devices there is for example, a PGR ther-

mal cycler and a chemiluminescence (fluorescence, ab-

sorbancy) plate reader.

[01 68] Moreover, for the processing performed Inside

the route, not only that for the case of the magnetic par-

ticle Integratedly processing apparatus, but other

processing may be performed Inside the route. As these

apparatus there is an agitating apparatus for agitating

material stored in the container, by shaking the contain-

er. Furthermore, by suitably overcoming obstacles to

movement of the robot arm, then an operation area can
be provided on the route not only for the magnetic par-

ticle integratedly processing apparatus, but also for the

dispensing apparatus orthe washing apparatus. There-

fore, the transfer time for the robot can be reduced en-

abling speeding up. Furthermore, the sets of container

working devices is not limited to the case where these

are fixedly provided, but these may be movable to the

extent necessary to avoid collision or contact with the

robot.

[0169] Moreover, in the above description, only one
kind of containerwas described. However it is also pos-

sible to use containers having many kinds of shapes to

correspond to the process contents. For example, in

nomnaf processes, containers where the storage parts

have round bottoms may be used, while for processes

including PGR, containers having smaller diameter stor-

age parts may be used.

Claims

1 . A container transfer and processing system com-
prising;

simultaneous transfer means capable of

mounting a specified quantity of plate-shaped con-

tainers each having a specified quantity of storage

parts, or a specified quantity of tip racks each stor-

ing a specified quantity of pipette tips, and simulta-

neously transferring along a specified route,

a set of container working devices for per-

forming various types of operations on said contain-

ers or container contents, which are within said

route, or said containers or container contents

14
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which are outside of said route,

individual transfermeans capable of individu-

ally transferring said containers or said tip racks be-

tween arbitrary positions inside an area including

the mounting positions of said container on the

route of said simultaneous transfer means and on

said set of container working devices, and
a control part for perfomiing transfer of both

of said transfer means and control of the operation

of said set of container working devices.

Acontainertransifer and processing system accord-

ing to claim 1 , wherein said route of said simultane-

ous transfer means is closed, and said transfer di-

rection is in both the forward and reverse directions

along said route, and said individual transfer means
is a robot which is provided in an Inside area en-

closed within said route, and which has a holding

part capable of holding said container or said tip

racks, and an arm capable of moving said holding

part within said area.

A container transfer and processing system accord-

ing to claim 1 , wherein said set of containerworking

devices perform a variety of operations such as;

stacking said containers or said tip racks, dispens-

ing into containers, supplying reagents for dispens-

ing into containers, mixing and stirring in a contain-

er, separating the contents of a container, heating

containers, washing containers, measuring related

to the contents of a container, cleaning solution pas-

sages which have been inserted into containers,

and so on.

A containertransferand processing system accord-

ing to either one of claim 1 and claim 2, wherein one
of said sets of container working devices Is a dis-

pensing apparatus, and the other sets of container

working devices haveone ortwo ormore apparatus

selected from; a magnetic particle integratedly

processing apparatus, a measurement apparatus,

a constant temperature apparatus for cooling or

heating, a stacking apparatus for said containers or

said tip racks, a reagent supplying apparatus, a

separator, an apparatus or a container for precipi-

tating, and a liquid passage washing apparatus.

A containertransfer and processing system accord-

ing claim 2, wherein said robot has a rotation shaft

and a vertical motion shaft, both following along di-

rections perpendicular to a transfer face of said si-

multaneous transfer means, within an area of said

transfer means.

A container transfer and processing system accord-

ing claim 5, wherein the route of said simultaneous

transfer means is formed In a circular shape, and
the rotation shaft of said robot is provided concen-

iSS 808 A1 28

trie with a center of rotation of said simultaneous

transfer means.

7. A container transferand processing system accord-

5 ing either one of claim 1 and claim 5, wherein said

robot is provided so as to be movable along a route

direction of said simultaneous transfer means, with-

in an area Inside of said simultaneous transfer

means.
10

8- A container transferand processing system accord-

ing claim 4, wherein said dispensing apparatus has

a dispenser having a plurality of liquid passages in-

side of which liquid passes, a magnetic force part

IS for exerting and removing a magnetic field onto and
from said liquid passages from outside, a pressure

controHerfor controlling the pressure inside said liq-

uid passages to suck and discharge liquid, and a

moving part for relatively moving between said dis-

20 pensing apparatus or said liquid passages and the

containers.

9. A container transfer and processing system accord-

ing claim 4, wherein said magnetic particle Integrat-

25 edly processing apparatus has; a plurality of liquid

passages inside of which liquid passes and which

are arranged in matrix form, a magnetic force part

for exerting and removing a magnetic field onto and

from said liquid passages from outside, and a pres-

30 sure controller for controlling the pressure Inside

said liquid passages to suck and discharge liquid.

1 0. A container transferand processing system accord-

ing claim 9, wherein said magnetic force part is able

35 to exert and remove a magnetic force onto and from
each nozzle interior, in a stationary condition near

an outside of said liquid passages.

1 1 . A containertransferand processing system accord-

40 ing claim 10, wherein said magnetic force part is

able to exert and remove a magnetic force onto and
from each liquid passage Interior, in a stationary

condition near an outside of said liquid passages,

by being able to magnetize and demagnetize an ex-

45 ternal member of said liquid passages which is set

nearby or contacting with an outer surface of each
liquid passage.

12. A container transferand processing system accord

-

50 Ing claim 11 . wherein said magnetic force part has

a magnetic material member formed from a mag-
netic material provided with a plurality of insertion

parts fortaking insertion of each liquid passage, and
said external member of said liquid passages is a

55 wall part of said insertion parts.

1 3. A container transferand processing system accord-

ing claim 1 1 , wherein the external mennber of said

15
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liquid passages is made of divided parts wliich are

divided, and each divided part Is separated so as to

have mutually opposite polarities by rnagnetlzing.

14. A containertransfer and processing system accord-

ing claim 4, wherein in said dispensing apparatus

or said magnetic particle irrtegratedly processing

apparatus, a receiving tray is provided so as to be
insertable and removable with respect to an area

beneath all liquid passages of said dispensing ap-

paratus or said magnetic particle integratedly

processing apparatus, for receiving liquid leaking

from any of said liquid passages.

1 5. A containertransfer and processing system accord-

ing claim 4, wherein an apparatus for stacking said

containers or said tip racks stores said containers

or tip racks stacked vertically and has; a plurality of

storage parts arranged axisymmetrically, a rotation

shaft provided on an axis of symmetry line position,

a rotation mechanism which rotates about said ro-

tation shaft, and a transfer mechanism for transfer-

ring said storage parts in the vertical direction based
on the number of containers or tip racks stored in

said storage parts.

10

ing claim 4, wherein said reagent supplying appa-

ratus has; a plurality of reagent baths which is made
of transparent or translucent material for storing re-

agents, a pipe set communicated with a reacjent

supply source for supplying reagent to said reagent

baths, with tips inserted into said reagent baths so
as to be freely inserted and removed, floats provid-

ed in said reagent baths, a light emitting part pro-

vided outside said reagent baths for irradiating light

towards said reagent baths, and a light receiving

part provided outside said reagent baths so as to

be able to receive light from said reagent baths.

19. A dispensing apparatus provided with a receiving
IS tray so as to be insertable and removable with re-

spect to an area beneath all liquid passages of said

dispensing apparatus, for receiving liquid leaking

from any of said liquid passages.

20. A magnetic particle integratedly processing appa-
ratus provided with a receiving tray so as to be in-

sertable and removable with respect to an area be-
neath all liquid passages of said magnetic particle

Integratedly processing applaratus, for receiving liq-

25 uid leaking from any of said liquid passages.

1 6, A containertransfer and processing system accord-

ing claim 4, wherein said apparatus for washing
containers has; a plurality of liquid passages capa-

ble of Insertion into each storage part of said con-

tainer, an elevating mechanism for elevating said

liquid passages, and a sucking and discharging

mechanism for sucking and discharging liquid, and
said liquid passages have an Inner liquid passage
and an outer liquid passage, with the outer passage
passing through the Inner passage and being pro-

vided protruding slightly from the outer passage at

the bottom end, and said sucking and discharging

mechanism Is controlled so as to discharge or suck
cleaning solution from said inner passage and to

suck or discharge cleaning solution from said outer

passage.

17, A containertransfer and processing system accord-

ing claim 4, wherein said constant temperature ap-

paratus has; a mounting part made of themrial con-

ductive material for mounting containers, a Peltier

element provided beneath said mounting part and
driven by a predetermined direction current, fins

provided beneath said Peltier element, and a fan

provided beneath said fins, and said mounting part,

Peltier element and fins are stored in a accommo-
dating part made of a thermal Insulation material

and having an opening in a top end and a bottom

end, and said fan is installed in the opening in the

bottom end of said accommodating part.

1 8, Acontainertransferand processing system accord-

21. A container stacking apparatus for stacking con-

tainers or tip racks, which stores said containers or

said tip racks stacked vertically and has; a plurality

30 of storage parts arranged axisymmetrically a rota-

tion shaft provided on an axis of symmetry line po-

sition, a rotation mechanism which rotates about
said rotation shaft, and a transfer mechanism for

transferring said storage parts In the vertical direc-

35 tion based on the number of containers or lip racks

stored In said storage parts.

22. A container washing apparatus having; a plurality

of liquid passages capable of insertion into each
40 storage part of a container, an elevating mechanism

for elevating said liquid passages, and a sucking

and discharging mechanism for sucking and dis-

charging liquid, and said liquid passages have an
inner liquid passage and an outer liquid passage,

45 with the outer passage passing through the inner

passage and being provided protruding slightly

from the outer passage at the bottom end, and said

sucking and discharging mechanism is controlled

so as to discharge cleaning solution from said inner
so passage and to suck cleaning solution from said

outer passage.

23. A constanttemperature apparatus having; a mount-
ing part made of thennal conductive material for

55 mounting containers, a Peltier element provided be-

neath said mounting part and driven by a predeter-

mined direction current, fins provided beneath said

Peltier element, and a fan provided beneath said

30

35
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fins, and said mounting part, Peltier element and
fins are stored In an accommodating part made of

a thermal insulation material and having an opening

in a top end and a bottom end, and said fan is in-

stalled in the opening in the bottom end of said ac- s

commodating part.

24. A reagent supplying apparatus having; a plurality of

reagent baths which is made of transparent or

translucent material for storing reagents, a pipe set io

communicated with a reagent supply source for

supplying reagent to said reagent baths, with tips

Inserted into said reagent baths so as to be freely

inserted and removed, floats provided in said rea-

gent baths, a light emitting part provided outside is

said reagent baths for irradiating light towards said

reagent baths, and a light receiving part provided

outside said reagent baths and facing said light

emitting part through said reagent baths.

20

25. A container transfer and processing system having;

a turntable capable of mounting a specified

quantity of plate-shaped containers each having a

specified quantity of storage parts arranged in ma-
trix form, or a specified quantity of tip racks each
storing a specified quantity of pipette tips, and si-

multaneously transferring in both a forward and re-

verse direction aiong a circular route,

a plurality of container working devices ar-

ranged in an area outside of said route of said turn- 30

table and along the route direction, for performing

various kinds of operations on said containers

mounted on said turntable or the contents thereof

or containers mounted at predetermined positions

outside of said turntable or the contents thereof, 35

a robot provided in an inside area surrounded

by said route, having a holding part capable of hold-

ing said containers or said tip racks, and an arm
connected to said holding part and capable of mov-
ing said holding part between arbitrary positions in- 40

side an area including mounting positions of said

containers on said turntable and on said sets of con-

tainer working devices, and
a control part for perfonming transfer of said

turntable, operation of said sets of container work-

Ing devices, and control of said robot; and
said plurality of sets of container working de-

vices are; a dispensing apparatus, a magnetic par-

ticle integratedly processing apparatus, a constant

temperature apparatus for cooling or heating, a so

stacking apparatus for said containers or said tip

racks, a reagent supplying apparatus, a container

washing apparatus, a nozzle tip washing apparatus

and a measuring apparatus for measuring the con-

tents of said containers. 55

Amended claims under Art 19.1 PCT

1 . (AMENDED) A container transfer and processing
system comprising;

simultaneous transfer means capable of

mounting a specified quantity of piate-shaped con-

tainers each having a specified quantity of storage

parts, or a specified quantity of tip racks each stor-

ing a specifed quantity of pipette tips, and simulta-

neously transferring along a specified route,

one ortwo or more container working devices

for perfonning various types of operations on said

containers or container contents, which are within

said route, or said containers or container contents

which are outside of said route,

individual transfer means capable of individu-

ally transferring said containers or said tip racks in-

dependent of the state of said simultaneous transfer

means with respect to arbitrary positions capable of

mounting said containers or said tip racks, inside an
area including the positions capable of mounting
said container on the route of said simultaneous

transfer means and on said set of container working

devices, and
a control part for performing transfer of both

of said transfer means and control of the operation

of said set of container working devices.

2. A container transfer and processing system ac-

cording to claim 1 , wherein said route of said simul-

taneous transfer means is closed, and said transfer

direction is in both the forward and reverse direc-

tions along said route, and said individual transfer

means is a robot which is provided in an inside area
enclosed within said route, and whk:h has a holding

part capable of holding said container or said tip

racks, and an amn capable of moving said holding

part within said area.

3. A container transfer and processing system ac-

cording to claim 1, wherein said set of container

working devices perform a variety of operations

such as; stacking said containers or said tip racks,

dispensing into containers, supplying reagents for

dispensing into containers, mixing and stirring in a
container, separating the contents of container,

heating containens, washing containers, measuring
related to the contents of a container, cleaning so-

lution passages which have been inserted into con-

tainers, and so on.

4. A container transfer and processing system ac-

cording to either one of claim 1 and claim 2, wherein

one of said sets of container working devices is a
dispensing apparatus, and the other sots of contain-

er working devices have one or two or more appa-
ratus selected from; a magnetic particle integratedly

processing apparatus, a measurement apparatus,

17
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a constant temperature apparatus for cooling or

heating, a staclcing apparatus for said containers or

said tip racks, a reagent supplying apparatus, a

separator, an apparatus or a container for precipi-

tating, and a liquid passage washing apparatus. s

5. A container transfer and processing system ac-

cording claim 2, wherein said robot has a rotation

shaft and a vertical motion shaft, both following

along directions perpendicular to a transfer face of io

said simultaneous transfer means, within an area

of said transfer means.

6- A container transfer and processing system ac-

cording claim 5, wherein the route of said simulta- is

neous transfermeans is formed in a circular shape,

and the rotation shaft of said robot is provided con-

centric with a center of rotation of said simultaneous

transfer means.
20

7. A container transfer and processing system ac-

cording either one of claim 1 and claim 5, wherein

said robot is provided so as to be movable along a

route direction of said simuftaneous transfer

means, within an area inside of said simultaneous

transfer means.

8. A container transfer and processing system ac-

cording claim 4, wherein said dispensing apparatus

has a dispenser having a plurality of liquid passages so

inside of which liquid passes, a magnetic force part

for exerting and removing a magnetic field onto and
from said liquid passages from outside, a pressure

controller for controlling the pressure inside said liq-

uid passages to suck and discharge liquid, and a 35

moving part for relatively moving between said dis-

pensing apparatus or said liquid passages and the

containers.

9. A container transfer and processing system ac- 40

cording claim 4, wherein said magnetic particle in-

tegratedly processing apparatus has; a plurality of

liquid passages inside of which liquid passes and
which are arranged In matrixfomri, a magnetic force

part for exerting and removing a magnetic field onto 45

and from said liquid passages from outside, and a

pressure conlroiler for controlling the pressure in-

side said liquid passages to suck and discharge liq-

uid.

50

10. A container transfer and processing system ac-

cording claim 9, wherein said magnetic force part is

able to exert and remove a magnetic force onto and
from each nozzle interior, in a stationary condition

near an outside of said liquid passages. 55

11 . A containertransfer and processing system ac-

cording claim 10, wherein said magnetic force part

is able to exert and remove a magnetic force onto

and from each liquid passage interior, in a stationary

condition near an outside of said liquid passages,

by being able to magnetize and demagnetize an ex-

temal member of said liquid passages which is set

nearby or contacting with an outer surface of each,

liquid passage.

12- A containertransfer and processing system ac-

cording claim 11 , wherein said magnetic force part

has a magnetic material member formed from a
magnetic material provided with a plurality of inser-

tion parts fortaking insertion of each liquid passage,

and said external member of said liquid passages
is a wall part of said insertion parts.

13. (Deleted)

14.A containertransfer and processing system ac-

cording claim 4, wherein in said dispensing appa-
ratus or said magnetic particle integratedly process-

ing apparatus, a receiving tray is provided so as to

be insertabie and removable with respect to an area

beneath all liquid passages of said dispensing ap-

paratus or said magnetic particle integratedly

processing apparatus, for receiving liquid leaking

from any of said liquid passages.

15. A containertransfer and processing system ac-

cording daim 4, wherein an apparatus for stacking

said containers or said tip racks stores said contain-

ers or tip racks stacked vertically and has; a plurality

of storage parts arranged axisymmetricaily. a rota-

tion shaft provided on an axis of symmetry line po-

sition, a rotation mechanism which rotates about

said rotation shaft, and a transfer mechanism for

transferring said storage parts in the vertical direc-

tion based on the number of containers or tip racks

stored in said storage parts.

16. A container transfer and processing system ac-

cording claim 4, wherein said apparatus forwashing
containers has; a plurality of liquid passages capa-

ble ofinsertion Into each storage part of said con-

tainer, an elevating mechanism for elevating said

liquid passages, and a sucking and discharging

mechanism for sucking and discharging liquid: and
said liquid passages have an inner liquid passage
and an outer liquid passage, with the outer passage
passing through the inner passage and being pro-

vided protruding slightly from the outer passage at

the bottom end, and said sucking and discharging

mechanism is controlled so as to discharge or suck
cleaning solution from said inner passage and to

suck or discharge cleaning solution from said outer

passage.

17. A containertransfer and processing system ac-

18
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cording claim 4, wherein said constant temperature

apparatus has; a mounting part made of themnal

conductive material for mounting containers, a Pel-

tier element provided beneath said moulting part

and driven by a predetemriined direction current, s

fins provided beneath said Peltier element, and a

fan provided beneath said fins, and said mounting

part, Peltier element and fins are stored in a accom-

modating part made of a thermal insulation material

and having an opening in a top end and a bottom io

end. and said fan is installed in the opening in the

bottom end of said accommodating part.

18. A container transfer and processing system ac-

cording claim 4, wherein said reagent supplying ap- is

paratus has; a plurality of reagent baths which is

made of transparent ortranslucent material for stor-

ing reagents, a pipe set communicated with a rea-

gent supply source for supplying reagent to said re-

agent baths, with tips inserted into said reagent

baths so as to be freely inserted and removed, floats

provided in said reagent baths, a light emitting part

provided outside said reagent baths for Irradiating

light towards said reagent

25

24. A reagent supplying apparatus having; a plural-

ity of reagent baths which is made of transparent or

translucent material for storing reagents, a pipe set

communicated with a reagent supply source for

supplying reagent to said reagent baths, with tips so

inserted into said reagent baths so as to be freely

inserted and removed, floats provided in said rea-

gent baths, a light emitting part provided outside

said reagent baths for irradiating light towards said

reagent baths, and a light receiving part provided 35

outside said reagent baths and facing said light

emitting part through said reagent baths.

ing said holding part independent of the state of said

the turntable with respect to arbitrary positions ca-

pable of mounting said containers or said tip racks,

inside an area including positions capable of mount-

ing said containers on said turntable and on said

sets of container working devices, and
a control part for perfomriing transfer of said

turntable, operation of said sets of container work-

ing devices, and control of said robot; and
said plurality of sets of container working de-

vices are; a dispensing apparatus, a magnetic par-

ticle integratedly processing apparatus, a constant

temperature apparatus for cooling or heating, a

stacking apparatus for said containers or said tip

racks, a reagent supplying apparatus, a container

washing apparatus, a nozzle tip washing apparatus

and a measuring apparatus for measuring the con-

tents of said containers.

25. (Amended) A container transfer and processing

system having;

a turntable capable of mounting a specified

quantity of plate-shaped containers each having a

specified quantity of storage parts arranged in ma-
trix form, or a specified quantity of tip racks each

storing a specified quantity of pipette tips, and si-

multaneously transferring in both a forward and re-

verse direction along a circular route,

a plurality of container working devices ar-

ranged in an area outside of said route of said turn-

table and along the route direction, for performing so

various kinds of operations on said containers

mounted on said turntable or the contents thereof

or containers mounted at predetemnlned positions

outside of said turntable or the contents thereof,

a robot provided in an inside area surrounded 55

by said route, having a holding part capable of hold-

ing said containers or said tip racks, and an ann
connected to said holding part and capable of mov-

19
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10 container transfer and processing system

1 1 plate-shaped container

12 a turntable (simultaneous transfer device)

14 robot (individual transfer device)

15 X
- 15s set of container working devices
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